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195 #terrorists neutralized in 86 operations this year in #Jammu & #Kashmir.

#Pakistan in Panic.

Year 2020 saw an all out assault on terror outfits including crackdown on

terror-funding, OGWs as well as clampdown on separatists supporting these terror

outfits.
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Some of the top #terrorists eliminated this year included Hizbul’s Commander Reyaz Naiko, Junaid Sehrai, Dr Saifullah,

Sajad Nawabi, Asif Dar, AGH Commander Burhan Koka, Tahir Bhat, IED expert Ikram alias Faujibhai, Zubair Wani, Waleed

& Jaish #Kashmir Chief Qari Yasir.
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Such coordinated actions has left the terror outfits in #Kashmir with no leadership, no money or weapons. Todays most of

the new recruits are running around with country made/Chinese pistols.
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Rattled by #Indian security forces relentless operations against terrorism in #Kashmir, #Pakistan is showing clear signs of

desperation by resorting to more than 4000 ceasefire violations this year, highest in last 2 decades.
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#Pakistan even resorted to new methods to smuggle weapons across the border by using drones and digging long tunnels

across LC. Each such attempt was comprehensively thwarted by the every vigilant #IndianArmy.

#Kashmir
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And to add insult to the injury for #Pakistan, the successful conduct of #DDCElections2020 which saw overwhelming 

participation from the people of #Kashmir, leaving Pakistan’s false narrative of Kashmir shamelessly exposed in the world



community. 
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#Pakistan tried its best to disrupt the #DDCElections in #Kashmir by sending heavily armed terrorists across the LC to

sabotage the elections, but these #terrorists were intercepted and neutralized by #IndianArmy in #Nagrota averting a major

terror attack.
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The successful completion of the 8th & final phase of #DDCElections which saw common #Kashmiris coming out to caste

their vote to show their trust in democracy has left #Pakistan in panic..
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..perhaps that only can explain #Pakistan's Foreign Minister’s scandalous allegations against India, accusing it of planning

surgical strike in #Pakistan.

#Kashmir
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